NON-FICTION:
Guess Who, Haiku
By Deanna Caswell; illus. by Bob Shea
J E CASWELL
A collection of haiku, each of which describes an animal and asks a question that
rhymes with the answer on the following
page.
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Reading List
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Crawly School for Bugs: Poems to Drive
You Buggy
By David L. Harrison; illus. by Julie Bayless
J 811.54 HAR
Welcome to Crawly School for Bugs! Termites, stink bugs, gnats, and every insect in
between attend this buzzy school where
crickets take classes like how to be annoying in 4 easy steps.
Bloom: A Story of Fashion Designer Elsa
Schiaparelli
By Kyo Maclear; illus. by Julie Morstad
J BIO SCHIAPARELLI
By the 1930s Elsa Schiaparelli had captivated the fashion world in Paris, but before
that, she was a little girl in Rome who didn't
feel pretty at all.
Zomo the Rabbit: a Trickster Tale From
Weset Africa
By Gerald McDermott
J 398.2 MCD
Zomo the Rabbit, an African trickster, sets
out to gain wisdom.
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FICTION:
Unplugged
By Steve Antony
J E ANTONY
Blip is always plugged into her
computer--until one day a
blackout forces her outdoors,
and she discovers that the real world is a lot
more interesting then she realized.
Don’t Blink!
By Tom Booth
J E BOOTH
A girl and her animal friends
challenge the reader to a
staring contest in this interactive picture
book.
Rot, the Cutest in the World!
By Ben Clanton
J E CLANTON

petition.

Rot, a mutant potato, enters a
"Cutest in the World" contest but
worries when he sees his comJabari Jumps
By Gaia Cornwall
J E CORNWALL

Jabari is definitely ready
to jump off the diving board,
right? This sweet tale of overcoming your
fears captures a moment between a patient
and encouraging father and a determined
little boy you can't help but root for.

Love
By Matt de la Peña; illus. by
Loren Long
J E DE LA PENA
Illustrations and easy-to-read
text celebrate the bonds of love that connect
us all.
Firefighter Duckies!
By Frank W. Dormer
J E DORMER
Firefighter Duckies fill a busy
day with everything from rescuing a whale that is stuck in a
tree to helping a monster who is having
trouble seeing.
Yo Soy Muslim
By Mark Gonzalez; illus. by
Mehrdokht Amini
J E GONZALEZ
A lyrical celebration of multiculturalism as a parent shares with
a child the value of their heritage
and why it should be a source of pride, even
when others disagree.
The Bad Seed
By Jory John; illus. by Pete Oswald
J E JOHN
This is a book about a bad seed.
A baaaaaaaaaad seed. How bad? Do you
really want to know?

The Big Bed
By Bunmi Laditan; illus. by Tom
Knight
J E LADITAN
A young girl tries to persuade her
father that he is the one who should sleep in
a special, little bed while she
shares the big bed with Mommy.
Moon
By Alison Oliver
J E OLIVER
Throughout her busy
days, Moon wonders what it would
be like to be wild and free until the
day she meets a wolf and learns his "wolfy
ways."
Harriet Gets Carried Away
By Jessie Sima
J E SIMA
While shopping with her two
dads for supplies for her birthday
party, Harriet, who is wearing a penguin
costume, is carried away by a waddle of
penguins and must hatch a plan in order
to get herself back to the store in the city.
They Say Blue
By Jillian Tamaki
J E TAMAKI
A young girl describes where
she finds colors in both the
world around her and beyond what she can
see.

